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"I give decaf to people who are rude to me."

~ Coffee Barista, Portland, OR



Revenge v. Violence

Fact 1:  Most workplace violence is not revenge (motivated) 

Fact 2:  Most revenge is not violent 



Types of Revenge

– litigation 

– fantasies 

– silent treatment

– refusal of help

– working slower

– working harder

– assigning unpleasant work

– badmouthing

– quitting w/o notice

– tattling & getting others fired

– giving bad service

– public confrontation designed to embarrass

– taking resources



Why do employees and managers get even? 

1. There’s an “offense.”

2.  Victims over-blame offender for offense.  

4.  Organization unwittingly encourages employees to

act on their desires for revenge.

3.  Some employees are more volatile. 
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Types of Offense

Breaking of Rules & Social Norms

– formal rule violations

– breach of contract

– norm violations

– shirking job responsibilities

– broken promises

– lying

– corrupt authority

Goal Obstruction

– interference with job support

– competition

– insufficient resource allocation

Damaged Reputation

– wrong or unfair accusations

– insults

– unnecessarily public criticism
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3 Levels of Blame

1.  Accident

Harm was accidental              Low blame

2.  Selfishness

Harm was intentional;                               Moderate blame

- intent to exploit for personal gain

3.  Malevolence

Harm was intentional;                                               High blame

- intent was to make me suffer



Actor-Observer Bias

Whether one is the actor or observer (of an actor) affects 

where s/he sees the cause of the actor’s action.  

Actors look at the situation

 blame situational factor

Observers look at the actor

 blame actor



Actor-Observer Bias in Conflict

Own mistakes & aggressions 

 blame on situation

Each other’s mistakes & aggressions 

 blame on other’s  personality or intentions



Road Rage 



Hanlon’s Razor

Never attribute to malice that which can be explained by stupidity
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More Vengeful People

– men

"Collectors of Injustice"

– hostile attribution style

– high, but unstable, self-esteem

– chronically angry

– obsessive

– belief in norm of reciprocity

– high negative affectivity

– young people
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More Vengeful Situations

Employees perceive that procedures are unfair

Victim’s Power:

— If victim  > offender     more revenge

— If victim high in organizational chart       less revenge



Fair Process Effect
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Features of Fair Procedures

1. Consistency

2. Voice

3. Accuracy of Information

4. Bias Suppression

5. Correctability



The Victim’s Questions

1.  Will authorities seek/restore justice?

2. Can I achieve justice on my own?

3. Should I achieve justice on my own?

4. Should I just forgive or reconcile instead?



The Victim’s Answers

Yes, if I have a high position and

if authorities will serve justice.

1.  Will authorities seek/restore justice?

Yes, if they are procedurally fair.

2. Can I achieve justice on my own?

Yes, if I have more power than the offender.

3. Should I achieve justice on my own?

Yes, if authorities won’t or I can.

4. Should I just forgive or reconcile instead?



Revenge in Baseball



Revenge in Baseball



Basic Question

“What pushes employees past the breaking point?”

2.  Where are their breaking points?

1.  What’s pushing the employees?


